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AtmtractmAn efficient algorithm based on flux difference splitting is presented for the solution of 
the three-dimensinnal equations of isentropic flow in a g~neralised coordinate system, and with a 
general convex gas law. The scheme is based on solving linearised Riemann problems approximately 
and in more than one dimension i corporates operator splitting. The algorithm requires only one 
function evaluation ofthe gas law in each computational cell. The scheme has good shock capturing 
properties and the advantage of n,ing body-fitted meshes. Numerical results are shown for Mach 3 
flow of air past a circular cylinder. Furthermore, the algorithm also applies to ,hallow water flows by 
employing the familiar gas dynamics analogy. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we propose a scheme for the three-dimensional equations of isentropic flow with a 
general gas law. The scheme applies to a generalised coordinate system, and when incorporated 
with operator splitting leads to an efficient algorithm that has good shock-capturing properties 
and the advantage of using body-fitted meshes. The resulting algorithm can be used for flow 
calculations where it is sufficient o assume that the flow is isentropic, and non-rectangular 
boundaries/bodies occur. We give the three-dimensional version of the scheme for completeness. 
The algorithm can also be used for unsteady flows governed by the St. Venant equations by 
employing the gas dynamics analogy with the shallow water equations. 
In Section 2 we consider the Jacobian matrix of one of the flux functions for the equations 
of isentropic flow in a generalised coordinate system, and in Section 3 derive an approximate 
Riemann solver for the solution of these equations. Finally, in Section 4 we give the numerical 
results achieved for a two-dimensional test problem using the scheme of Section 3. 
2. EQUATIONS OF FLOW 
In this section we state the equations of motion governing isentropic flow in three dimensions 
in terms of three generalised space coordinates. We also give the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
the Jacobian matrix of one of the corresponding flux functions. 
2.1. Equations of flow 
The three-dimensional equations of isentropic flow can be written in generalised coordinates 
(J~), + f~ + G~ + H~ = O, (1) 
where 
W = [p, pU, pv, pw] T, 
U~) = ~u, J~'p + p~u, J~p + pvu, J~p + p~u] ~', 
GC~) = ~v, J~p + p,,v, J~p + pvv, j~p + pw~ T, 
HC~) = LoW, J~p + p,,W, J~'p + pvW, J~p + p~W] ~, 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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and 
v= :~.+~+j tw,  (6) 
v =JZ .+ s#~ + :$w, (7) 
The Jacobian of the grid transformation z - z(~, y, (), y - y(~, y, (), z - z(~, y, () from 
Cartesian coordinates (z, y, z) to generalised coordinates (~, ~, ~) is given by 
I 
z~ y~ z~] 
J=  ~. y. z~ ; (9) 
x¢ y¢ z; 
whilst the cofactors of this matrix are represented by J~ etc. The cofactor of z~ is given by 
y~ = y.~ - z,,~, (10) 
with similar expressions for J~ etc. The quantities (p, u, v, w, p) = (p, u, v, w, p)((, ,/, C, t) 
represent the de,,~ity, velocity in the z, y, and z coordinate directions and pressure, respectively, 
at a general position ~, ~,~ in space and at time t. In addition, we have a convex gas law of the 
form 
= ~(~). (n)  
~.~. Structure of the Jacobian Matrix 
We now give the Jacobian matrix of the flux function F(w), and its eigenvalues and eigenvec- 
tots, since this information, together with similar information for the Jacobian matrices of G(w) 
and H(w), will form the basis for the approximate Riemann solver. 
8F  
The Jacobian matrix A - ~ of the flux function F(w) is given by 
where we have written 
dp ,,2 = ~(p)  
from (11). The eigenvalues of A are given by 
A1,2,s,4 = U 4- aD, U, U, 
with corresponding linearly independent eigenvectors 
aJ~ aJ~ aJ~ T 
t I ,2=[1, u4---D--, v4 - - f f ,  w4- D ] 
~3 = [0, -J~, JL O] T 
and 
where 
(12) 
(13) 
(14a-d) 
(15a-b) 
(ts¢) 
D= J~ + J~ + Jt • (16) 
Similar results hold for the Jacobian matrices of G(w) and H(w). In the next section we develop 
an approximate Riemann solver based on the results of this section. 
t4 = [0, - J~, 0,J~] T, (15d) 
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3. APPROXIMATE R IEMANN SOLVER 
In this section we derive an approximate Riemann solver for the solution of Equations (1)-(11). 
We propose solving Equations (1)-(11) using operator splitting, i.e., we solve successively 
(Jw), + F~ = 0, (17a) 
( Jw), + G, - 0, (17b) 
(Jw), + He = 0, (17c) 
along ~, r/, ¢ coordinate lines, respectively. We describe the scheme for solving Equation (17a), 
and the solution of Equations (17b) and (17c) will follow in a similar way. 
3.1. Linearised Riemann Problem 
If the solution of Equation (17a) is sought along a ~ coordinate line given by ~7 = r/0, ~ = if0, 
constants, using a finite difference method then the solution is known at a set of discrete mesh 
points (~, O, if, t) = (~j, rb, ~0, t , )  at any time t,,. Following Godunov [1] the approximate 
solution w. n to w at (~j, ~70, ~0, tn) can be considered as a set of piecewise constants w = w". for ,,fl ,,, ,,,3 
E [~j - A~/2, fj + A~/2] at time tn, where A~ = ~ - ~_ i  is a constant mesh spacing. A 
Riemann problem is now present at each interface ~j_i/~ = 1/2(~_i  + ~j) separating adjacent 
states w. n w .n We consider solving the linearised Riemann problem ~3-1' ~J"  
(Jw)t + A[w~_ 1, wn..]w~ = 0, (18) 
where Aj- I /2 = A[w n-" 1, w~] is an approximation to the Jacobian matrix A and is a constant 
matrix depending on the states either side of ~j-l/2. The matrix -~j-l/2 will be required to 
satisfy the following properties 
and 
(i) ~4j-112 has four linearly independent eigenvectors 
(ii) AF  = Aj-1/2 Aw. 
Condition (i) is necessary for a projection step to be possible, which we describe shortly, and 
condition (ii) guarantees conservation. 
3.2. Numerical Scheme 
Once such a matrix has been constructed Equation (18) can be solved approximately as 
J i- l/~ At + A~-1/2 n~ = 0, (19) 
where k can be j - 1 or j, At -- tn+l - t ,  is a constant ime step, and Jj-1/2 is an approximation 
to the grid Jaeobian at (~, r/, ~) - (~j-1/2, Y0, (0). If we project 
4 
Aw = we - w" = ~ ~, j_~ ~,~, ,  (20) 
i=1 
where ~'i are the eigenvectors of-~j-1/2 then Equation (19) can be written as 
4 ~~~(w "+1 - w"~k) /=IE ai ~, 7i 
Jj-1/2 At + a~ = ~0 (21) 
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where ~i are the eigenvalues of Aj_~/~. Equation (21) now gives rise to the following first order 
upwind algorithm 
At ~, ~i ~, if ~, < 0 (22a) wn+l  n 
~,j--1 "-  Wj--1 J j - l /2  /X~ ,.~ 
or  
w.  "+~ = w." - A t  ~, ~ ~ if ~ > o. (22b)  
~~ ~~ J~-ll~ A~ ~ 
Extensions of this first order algorithm to second order can be made [2] and to non-uniform 
grids [3]. 
3.3. Grid Generation and Grid Jacobian 
The purpose of this paper is to present an efficient Riemann solver for use with non-Cartesian 
body-fitted coordinates. The mapping from physical (z, y, z) space to computational ({, 7, () 
space can be given analytically, or constructed numerically [4]. In the case where the mapping 
z = z({, 7, ~), Y = Y({, 7, ~), z = z({, 7, () is known analytically we can approximate Jj-t/2 
in Equation (19) as 
Jj-1/2 = g({j-1/~, 9 ,  ~0); (23) 
alternatively, Jj-1/2 can be approximated using central differences. In addition, we will need a 
suitable approximation z{ -1/2 for z~ at ({j-1/2, 70, ~0) and in the analytic ease we take 
~-v2= ~.(~j-1/~, 70, ¢o) (24) 
as in Equation (23); otherwise we set z{ -1/~ to be the arithmetic mean of central difference 
approximations tox~ at (~j-t, 70, ~0) and (~j, 70, (0). Similar approximations hold for y~, z e, z¢ 
etc., and these give rise to an obvious approximation (J~)j-t/2 for J~, etc. 
:~.J. Construction o/ ~4~_tl~ 
Consider a { coordinate line given by 7 = 70, ~ = ~0, constants, and denote points {j-t ,  {/ 
on this line by {~, {R, respectively. In addition, we denote w~_ 1 = w£, w~ = wn, and assume 
that X = (J~)/_~p., Y = (J~)~-x/~ and Z = ( J~) j - tD denote approximations to J~, J~, and 
J~, respectively, that are constant in the interval ({z, {~). Our aim is to construct a matrix 
-~j-t/~ = A(wL, w~) satisfying properties (i) and (ii) of Section 3.1. Equivalently, we could 
find average igenvalues ~i and average igenvectors ~i of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
Jacobian matrix A at ~£, ~n given by Equations (14a)-(16) such that 
4 
and 
for some wavestrengths ~i, where 
= (25a-d) 
i=1 
4 
i=1 
a(.) = ( . ) s -  (')n. (27) 
This yields the following approximate Jaeobian matrix 
= (28) 
with the required properties, where 
= [b, b ,  = diag 
The choice of wavestrengths in Equations (25a)-(26d) is made by initially considering states wL 
and wR that are close to some average state w. In the interests of conciseness, we only state the 
solute'on to this problem. ~ 
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3.5. Average Eigenvalnes and Eigenvectors 
The solution to Equations (25a)-(26d) is given by 
~1,,= 1, ~±-T'  ~±7- '  ~± 
~3 = (0, -Y ,  X, 0) T 
L = (0 , - z ,  0, x)  T 
T 
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(20a-d) 
(30a-b) 
(30c) 
(30d) 
~a = ~Av ~YAU 
X d2X 
X d2X 
7] = x'~ + Y'~ + z ~ 
(31a-b) 
(31c) 
(31d) 
(32) 
and 
AU = A(Xu+ Yv + Zw) = XAu +YAv+ZAw.  
(N.B. X,Y and Z are constant in (~L, ~R).) The averages ~, ~, ~, ~, and ~, are given by 
(33) 
~r = ~/~'N£ + v~NR N = u, v or w (34a-c) 
V~+v~ ' 
= ~ (35) 
~2 = [ ~ ,  ap # o, pL # pR (36a-b) 
( p'(p) Ap = O, PL = ps = p 
where d denotes 
d = x/X 2 + y2 + Z ~ (37) 
Similar results hold for updating in the ~ and ( directions. 
For the shallow water equations, p represents he acceleration ofgravity multiplied by the total 
height above the surface bottom. The general gas law is then replaced by the formula p =~p,1 2 
simplifying the averages found above. In the next section we give the numerical results for a test 
problem using the algorithm of this section. 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we give the numerical results for a standard two-dimensional test problem using 
the Riemann solver described in Section 3. The problem is that of uniform flow of air past a 
circular cylinder. The gas law used is 
p ' -  
\Po / 
where p0 corresponds to a reference state. The radius of the cylinder is 0.5 and the initial 
conditions are p = 1.4, u = 3.0, v = w = 0.0, p = 1.0 which corresponds to Maeh 3 flow, where 
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Figure 1. 
Figure 2. 
the reference state P0 = 1.4 corresponds to the incoming flow. An 0-type computational mesh is 
used and thus the grid transformation is from (z, y, z) physical space to (~, ~}, ~) - (R, ~b, z) 
computational space, where R, ~, z are standard cylindrical polar coordinates. The region of 
computation considered is (R, ~b) E [0.5, 20] x [0, ~r]. 
The grid spacing in the ~-direction is uniform with 64 grid lines given by ~j = (j - 1/2)~r/64, 
j = 1, . . . ,  64. In the R-direction the grid spacing is geometric with 33 grid lines given by 
Rx = 0.5 + 1/2k, Rj = Rj-x + kp j-2, j = 2, . . . ,33,  where k = ~r/128 and p = 1.1648336. 
Figure 1 displays density contours for Mach 3 flow after 100 time steps and that part of the grid 
in 0.5 < R < 5.0 is shown in Figure 2. In all cases the shock has been captured over at most 
three cells. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented an ei~cient Riemann solver for three-dimensional isentropic flows using 
body-fitted coordinates. The scheme applies to a general convex gas law and only one function 
call is required per one-dimensional computational cell. This includes the special case of shallow 
water flows. The numerical results achieved show that the shock has been captured over two or 
three cells. 
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